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Collective dynamics on a crystal composed by disparate-mass particles: Li22Pb5
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The lattice dynamics of crystalline Li22Pb5 is studied by means of computer simulations. The calculated
spectrum shows several bands corresponding to modes in which only the light atoms execute motions. The
spectrum of acoustic modes is found to be well separated from the high-frequency bands and is in all cases
confined to frequencies below 4 meV. The results are shown to provide a clue for the understanding of the
origin of the strong anomalous dispersion features found in the melt by experiment@Phys. Rev. Lett.80, 2141
~1998!# and molecular dynamics simulations@Phys. Rev. E58, 4568~1998!#. @S1063-651X~99!10003-5#

PACS number~s!: 62.60.1v, 63.50.1x, 62.65.1k
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I. INTRODUCTION

The neutron-scattering response of a harmonic lattice
which a small concentration of atoms have masses diffe
from the rest can be calculated in closed form@1#. The re-
sulting spectrum shows marked departures from that of
pure lattice. To start with, a contribution of diffuse-scatteri
origin due to disorder brought forward by the ‘‘impurities
becomes noticeable. Concomitantly, the coherent cross
tion will show peaks at frequencies shifted and substanti
broadened with respect to those of the native crystal. So
of these shifts may be exceptionally large and are though
correspond to normal modes showing vibration amplitu
which decay faster than exponentially with increasing d
tance from the defect. Finally, for finite~above a few per-
cent! defect concentrations a band of localized modes is
pected to appear, the width of which is dependent upon
defect concentration@2#.

The predictive power of the treatments just referred to
however, limited. The comparison of the predictions w
experimental data on rubidium-potassium alloys@3# is a clas-
sic in the field. It shows that although the theory predicts
presence of two peaks in the spectrum arising from
phonons as well as from the localized~defect! modes, their
position and widths exhibit marked disagreements with
prediction as soon as the concentration of the defect~potas-
sium! particle rises above some 6%.

Here, our main motivation is to understand the spectr
of the spontaneous fluctuations@i.e., the generalized suscep
tibility x(Q,E), whereQ stands for momentum transfer an
E for frequency, or energy transfer# in the density of a dis-
ordered alloy, where the concentration of defects is w
above the limit referred to above. The interest in such a st
grew from previous experience on the dynamics of mol
metallic alloys such as Li4Pb @4,5#, rather than from an ex
plicit need to delve into the dynamics of defects, as such
fact, the system noted above is a very convenient realiza
of a fluid consisting of disparate-mass particles previou
analyzed by kinetic theory@6#. The theoretical expectancy i
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that at wave vectors well beyond the hydrodynamic rea
the spectrum is dominated by two ‘‘kinetic modes’’ the fr
quencies of which substantially depart from those given
an extrapolation to larger wave vectors of hydrodynam
sound having frequencies given by the linear dispersion
vs5csQ in terms of the adiabatic sound velocitycs .

The presence of a spectral band showing an appare
high anomalous dispersion has been proven by experim
@4,7#, and the main features of the spectra are now und
stood on the basis of computer molecular dynamics sim
tions carried down to scales where the two ‘‘kinetic mode
merge with that corresponding to hydrodynamic sound@5#.
Since the same ‘‘kinetic modes’’ which appear in the flu
mixture are expected to show up if the system is frozen i
its crystalline ground state@6#, evaluation of the spectra
shape of the crystal spectrum and its understanding in te
of well defined frequencies and eigenvectors seems no
must. Indeed, contrary to what is the case in the liqu
finite-lifetime effects due to phonon damping can be redu
to a minimum, the discussion of whether a ‘‘mode’’ prop
gates or not can be put on a quantitative basis since now
wave vectorQ becomes a good ‘‘quantum number’’ en
abling the dynamics to be accounted for in terms of a f
normal modes~i.e., the microscopic dynamics is describab
by a number of excitations which is very small if compar
with the number of particles composing the condens
body!, and, last but not least, information about the charac
of the different spectral bands can be established unamb
ously by examination of the mode eigenvectors.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

In what follows we describe the results of a compu
simulation study on a model for the crystal which is stoich
metrically closest to Li4Pb, which is Li22Pb5 @8#. A glance to
the phase diagram of the phases formed between lithium
lead@9# shows the existence of five intermetallic compoun
LiPb, Li5Pb2 , Li3Pb, Li7Pb2 , and ‘‘Li4Pb.’’ The latter
phase, although stable within the liquid, undergoes a ph
separation if frozen rapidly. Indeed, the closest crystall
composition to that of theA4B octet was found to be that o
Li22Pb5 @8# ~a difference of about 1.5% in composition wit
Li 4Pb).

L
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PRE 59 3213COLLECTIVE DYNAMICS ON A CRYSTAL COMPOSED . . .
Experimental x-ray diffraction from a single crystal o
Li22Pb5 @8# showed that the unit cell contains 432 atoms o
face-centered cube of sidea520.08 Å at room temperature
corresponding to a density of 3.88 g cm23. This large cell
volume accommodates 16 formula units, that is, 80 Pb
352 Li atoms. The space group was assigned asF23 ~Patter-
son symmetryFm3̄), and as a characteristic feature it sho
that the unit cell can be decomposed into 216 subcells
3636) of two atoms each. Such a pattern shows an
proximate body-centered-cubic structure with a cell cons
roughly 1/6 ofa which seems common to other Li-Pb inte
metallic compounds@10#. The idealized structure then corre
sponds to a coordination of eight nearest neighbors for e
Pb atom and each Li is surrounded by another eight of wh
three or fewer are Pb.~Some deviations from the idealize
structure concerning the positions of Pb are reported in
original article @8#. Those for Li could not be ascertaine
because of its low contrast for x rays.!

The computer simulation was carried out on a crys
structure generated from the atomic parameters and sym
try operations given in Ref.@8#.

The effective potential used for the simulations was
same used previously for the analysis of the liquid dynam
@5#. It corresponds to the model of Copestakeet al. @11#,
which reads

Vi j ~r !5kBT a exp@~d2r !/p#1QiQj e
2 exp@2lr #/r , ~1!

with interaction parameters set to values given in Ref.@12#.
Both a andp serve to soften the repulsive core~assumed to
be equal for all atoms!, the latter given in terms of a hard
core diameterd52.0 Å. The second term sets the chemic
interactions between the particles constituting the alloy.
such a purpose, negative and positive chargeseQ resulting
from the strong charge-transfer effects known to take pl
are set to lead and lithium atoms, respectively, while to
charge neutrality is maintained@11#. Finally, the exponentia
in the second term accounts for screening effects from
tallic electrons, which are quantified in terms of the para
eterl54pe2N(EF), which in turn is given by the value o
the electronic density of states at the Fermi level.

Once the simulation box was set up the temperature
decreased down to 1 K and the structure was left to rela
The structure was then left to stabilize and several static
dynamic quantities were calculated afterwards. Figure 1
plays thegab(r ) partial pair radial distribution functions
which specify the distribution of the different atomic spec
up to 10 Å. An estimate of the coordination numbers is p
vided by the integrals*0

r1dr4pr 2gab(r ), which are taken
over limits established by well defined peaks in thegab(r )
functions. The relevant numbers are'7.9 Li atoms around
each Pb and'1.8 Pb atoms surrounding each lithium.
other words, the result shows that the crystal structure
fairly stable with respect to the interaction potential. Rais
the temperature up to 64 K has a minor effect on the co
dination numbers, which are altered by less than 3%.

The computation of dynamic properties at such a l
temperature~1 K! was found to be severely limited by th
statistical accuracy achievable in reasonable computer
~atomic motions are too infrequent that an unaffordable la
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number of trajectories would need to be calculated!. To im-
prove this, the temperature was raised stepwise and allo
to stabilize at several discrete values~2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and
64 K!. The crystal structure was in all cases stable~no traces
of diffusive atomic motions were found in the calculate
density of states!. Most of the calculations thus refer to th
last temperatureT564 K, although some results forT51 K
will also be discussed, mainly for comparison purposes. T
temperature of 64 K that was chosen represented a trad
between statistical accuracy and some broadening of
spectra and static distributions. A comparison between
gab(r ) functions and those measured at lower temperatur
also provided by Fig. 1. There it is seen that the main eff
concerns a broadening of all peaks arising from thermal m
tions. Also, a comparison of the local structure of the crys
with that of liquid Li4Pb @5# can easily be gauged from th
figure.

For a crystal partially composed of relatively light pa
ticles such as7Li, quantum interference effects may be e
pected to be important at low temperatures. To ascer
whether such effects need to be considered at the temp
ture under consideration, we have evaluated the therma
Broglie wavelengthL5(2p\2/kBTMLi) for 7Li at 64 K.
The result yields a wavelength of about 0.8 Å, which is w
below the shortest distances~'3 Å! and thus justifies the us
of fully classical grounds in the study of the dynamics.

More than 400 simulation runs were made over 0.25
employing a time step of 5 fs to get enough statistics
enable the calculation of the relevant quantities which f
lowed well established procedures.

To facilitate comparison with experiment the dynamic

FIG. 1. Calculated partial radial distribution functions for th
crystal atT51 K ~dots!, at 64 K~solid!, and for the melt at 1075 K
~dashes!.
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FIG. 2. Generalized frequency spectra as calculated from the Fourier transforms of the atomic velocity autocorrelation function
Li atoms~dashed line with lozenges!, for Pb atoms~dashes!, and the total~average! frequency distribution~solid line!. The inset below the
main curve shows the calculated quantity forT51 K. That in the upper right corner compares the frequency distribution as calculate
pure Li metal using the present potential~solid line! with the experimental estimate of Ref.@13#.
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quantities have been weighted by the thermal neutron s
tering lengths,b̄Li520.229 fm,b̄Pb50.94 fm.

III. RESULTS

A. Single-particle properties

The most basic quantity to describe the microscopic
namics of a condensed body is theZ(E) generalized fre-
quency spectrum~vibrational density of states! which is re-
lated via a Fourier transform to the atomic veloc
autocorrelation functions for the individual particles. O
calculatedZ(E) functions for the average atom within th
crystal as well as those ofZLi,Pb(E) for the individual Li and
Pb species are shown in Fig. 2. As expected, most of
frequency spectrum for the heavy~Pb! particles is confined
below 10 meV. In contrast, that for the light compone
stretches up to 60 meV and shows a fairly structured sh
At least three maxima are visible at about 25 meV, 40 m
and 46 meV, which correspond to frequencies where
‘‘fast mode’’ could be followed experimentally in the liqui
@4,7#. The appearance of an additional very well defined p
at 3 meVZLi(E), that is, at frequencies comparable to tho
where ZPb(E) shows its maximum, is here of special re
evance. First, it shows thatboth light and heavyparticles
move with the same frequencies in this range of the sp
trum, and second, the fact that such a low-frequency pea
ZLi(E) is well separated from the rest of the distributio
serves to put some bounds to the maximum frequen
reachable by the acoustic phonon branches@in actual fact
there exists a gap inZ(E) which becomes far wider at lowe
temperatures#.

A comparison of theZ(E) for T564 K with that calcu-
lated atT51 K is also enabled by the graph drawn in t
inset of Fig. 2. The structure of the latter quantity is the sa
as that for higher temperature, showing a peak below 6 m
and a broad band stretching up to 60 meV. The inten
ratio of the two peaks departs from that found at higher te
perature, an effect which can possibly be ascribed to
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strong anharmonicity built in in the Li interaction potentia
In actual fact, a softening of the force constants as large
10% going from 100 K to 293 K was reported from a
experimental study on crystalline lithium@13#. At any rate,
the important qualification to be made from such a comp
son is that the width of the high-frequency band rema
basically the same between 1 K and 64 K and therefore can
not be attributed to effects brought forward by thermal m
tions.

The frequency distribution can also be compared with t
calculated for the liquid at 1075 K shown in@5#. The extent
of frequencies covered by the distribution is in both ca
basically the same. The strong quasielastic component c
acteristic of the liquid obviously made it impossible to reve
the presence within the melt of the low-frequency peak s
in the crystallineZLi(E).

A point also worth noting concerns the frequency range
the spectrum, which far exceeds that of pure Li. In fact,
density of vibrational states of crystalline7Li as measured
by neutron scattering@13# is confined to frequencies below
40 meV ~see inset in Fig. 2!. To ascertain whether the pres
ence of such high frequencies occurs as an artifact of
simulation, several calculations were carried out for a Li b
crystal using a cell constant of 3.48 Å and the Li-Li intera
tion potential. The resulting crystal structure was found to
stable for this potential up toT5200 K at least. The calcu
latedZ(E) consists of a spectrum showing the six singula
ties commensurable with the crystal structure and is confi
to frequencies below 50 meV as shown in the inset of Fig
This cutoff frequency comes some 20% above experim
but is definitely lower than that of the alloy, which stretch
up to 60 meV. Such high frequencies can be assigned
vibrations of Li-Pb pairs which occur as a consequence
the strong short-range forces built in within the ordering p
tential @14#. In fact, an effective force constantkLiPb

eff

564.3 N/m is derived from the peak frequency which co
pares with the value ofkLiPb510.09 N/m computed for an
isolated Li-Pb atom pair from the second derivative of t
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PRE 59 3215COLLECTIVE DYNAMICS ON A CRYSTAL COMPOSED . . .
interaction potential at the equilibrium distance. Such e
mates are about one order of magnitude larger than the s
est force constant in pure crystalline Li@13# and thus serve to
explain the stretching of the frequency spectrum up to s
high frequencies.

The appearance inZLi(E) of bands at frequencies whic
are both well below and above those of pure lithium is rem
niscent of the behavior of heavy interstitials on cubic met
@15#. There, such a phenomenon is understood on the b
of the high compressions found for the lattice surround
the defect. Even if the analogy cannot be followed in full
the present case, our finding can be rationalized on the b
of the large value of thekLiPb referred to above. From there
one could expect the appearance of localized high-freque
modes having frequenciesvL considerably higher than th
highest cutoff in the spectrum of the pure metal. These hi
frequency vibrations would involve stretching the Li-P
bonds considerably. Concomitantly, ‘‘resonant’’ modes
volving slight stresses of such bonds are expected to sho
frequencies well below the lowest singularity in the spectr
of the pure metal.

The atomic mean-square displacements^r 2(t)& were ex-
amined in some detail. The amplitude of motion for both
and Pb was found to be fairly comparable, the main diff
ence being in the far higher frequency exhibited by motio
of the light particle. Such closeness of the vibration amp
tudes of Li and Pb~expected for a perfectly harmonic lattic
only! seems to point to an enhancement of the displacem
of the heavy particle, much akin to those found for dilu
heavy impurities giving rise toresonantmodes@15#. A com-
putationally convenient estimate of the deviation of t
atomic motions from ideal~harmonic and isotropic! behavior
is provided by the calculation of the coefficientsan(t) which
appear in the cumulant expansion of theFs(Q,t) intermedi-
ate self-scattering function@16# @the transform ofGs(r ,t)
5( j^d(r2R0(t)1R0)& which is the self-pair-correlation o
van Hove function, giving the probability that a particle
the origin at timet50 is atr at timet]. These are defined a
@16#

an~ t !5
^r 2n~ t !&

cn^r
2~ t !&n

21, cn5
133353•••3~2n11!

3n
. ~2!

Such coefficients, which are related to the mean-squ
atomic displacements and thus to the moments ofGs(r ,t) @in
fact they are just*dr r 2Gs(r ,t)], are defined to vanish whe
theGs(r ,t) is a Gaussian, that is, when atomic motions ta
place within a harmonic and isotropic potential. Negat
values for such parameters are indicative of a time de
faster than Gaussian, and the converse otherwise. The v
found for an52,3,4(t) are20.37 ~7!, 12 ~4!, and 34~25! for
motions involving Pb and20.33 ~5!, 15 ~5!, and 54~49! for
those concerning Li. In other words, even at such relativ
low temperature, both types of atoms exhibit noticeable
harmonic and/or anisotropic behavior in their motions. T
point seems to be of interest, since, as stated in the Intro
tion, one would expect a behavior like this to be followed
the ‘‘defect’’ particles only.
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B. Collective dynamics: Spatial dependence of the excitations

Our exploration of the@Q,E# plane will here be limited to
higher-symmetry@z00#, @zz0#, and@zzz# directions. As we
shall describe, the simulation cell allows us to reach as
minimum wave vector the value 2p/a(1,0,0)50.312 Å21,
although lower values are allowed by the crystalline symm
try. In what follows and in order to make contact with pr
vious simulation and experiment on the molten alloy use
made of absolute units for theQ wave vector, rather than th
usual units reduced by the lattice constant. Also, most of
wave-vector-dependent quantities will here be plotted as

Jl~Q,E!5E2S~Q,E!, ~3!

which for an isotropic body such as a liquid become t
longitudinal current-current correlations,

Jl~Q,E!5
E2

Q2
S~Q,E!5

E2

Q2(ab
babbSab~Q,E!, ~4!

which are often used in liquid-state physics to display exp
mental or computer-simulation results. Here,b̄a,b stands for
the scattering lengths of both types of nuclei andSab(Q,E)
specifies the dynamic correlations between the density
speciesa and that of speciesb, i.e., it is the Fourier trans-
form of the time correlation function̂ra(Q,t)rb(Q,0)& of
the particle densityr(Q,t).

A set of representative spectra plotted in terms ofJl(Q,E)
is shown in Fig. 3 for the three crystal higher-symmetry
rections. In all cases the range of wave vectors explo
stretches from about one-half to the Brillouin zone boun
aries. A first glance at the curves drawn in Fig. 3 reveals t
spectra at such reciprocal-lattice vectors are composed
narrow band below'8 meV showing a multiplet structure i
examined on a narrower frequency scale, and a broa
~widths of '5 meV or larger!, higher-frequency componen
with maxima located at widely different frequencies, depe
dent upon the specific direction. Such frequencies sho
remarkably strong anisotropy as can be gauged from t
variation at the zone boundaries which goes from'35 meV
along @z00# and '48 meV for @zzz#. In all cases, a fairly
complicated spectral pattern develops between the refe
two points within each of the crystal directions. Such a lar
number of spectral peaks arises as a consequence of th
tricate atomic dynamics taking place within such a comp
cated unit-cell structure which, as will be mentioned belo
shows some local deviations from the idealizedF23 cubic
structure.

Examination of the wave-vector dependence of the sp
tral shape shows that whereas the low-frequency bands
perience relatively small changes asuQu increases, at leas
four different bands become visible at high frequencies
we now spend some time following the evolution of the a
plitudes of the main peaks, we make the following obser
tions: ~a! the intensity of the low-frequency peak increas
monotonously with increasinguQu up to the wave vector
where the structure factor shows a Bragg peak~1.25 Å21,
2.09 Å21, and 1.04 Å21 for ^z00&,^zz0&, and^zzz& direc-
tions, respectively!, ~b! the amplitude of the strong, high
frequency band seen at wave vectors about one-half up to
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FIG. 3. A representative sample ofJl(Q,E) spectra corresponding to directions~a! @z00#, ~b! @zz0#, and~c! @zzz#. The corresponding
momentum transfers are shown as insets.
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PRE 59 3217COLLECTIVE DYNAMICS ON A CRYSTAL COMPOSED . . .
zone edge decreases with increasinguQu and the peak seem
to show a vanishing intensity at the zone boundary,~c! the
amplitude of the peaks which develop at both sides of
main band shows a complicated pattern; that appearing a
higher-frequency edge being the one which dominates
spectrum of high frequencies at the zone boundary. In o
words, rather than showing a strong dispersive behavior,
higher- frequency bands show intensity patterns comme
rate with excitations of purely ‘‘optical’’ character whic
would correspond to atomic motions rather weakly coup
to the low-frequency acoustic phonons. The latter beco
visible only at a few special wave vectors (Q'0.1–0.2 Å21)
and appear as weak but dispersive peaks at frequencies o
order of 1–2 meV which are located in the trailing end of t
intense band centered at about 5 meV. Such a disper
corresponds to a hydrodynamic sound velocity of ab
2500 m s21, a figure some 300 m/s above the estimate fou
for the Li4Pb melt. Following in more detail the dispersio
relations across the Brillouin zone is hampered by the p
ence of peaks within frequencies of 4–6 meV which sh
characteristics compatible with those of low-frequency op
branches~i.e., crossing the acoustic dispersions with frequ
cies well below those reachable by the acoustic branche
the zone edge!.

From the spectra shown in Fig. 3 some conclusions ca
drawn, at least on qualitative grounds. The first concerns
dominant character of the low- and high-frequency parts
the spectra. The fact that the former closely follows theQ
dependence of the structure factor provides a clear indica
of the dominant~but presumably not exclusive! acoustic
character for this band. On the other hand, the band wh
appears at frequencies between'20 meV @z00# and '32
meV @zzz# shows an intensity pattern corresponding to
excitation of purely ‘‘optical’’ origin, as seen from its inten
sity, which becomes maximal at some point within the fi
Brillouin zone and vanishes at the zone boundary. The o
peaks arise from the complicated dynamics within suc
large unit cell. In this respect, one could think about hav
a minimum number of six branches corresponding to
decomposition of the unit cell in terms of the 63636 cells
of two atoms each, as mentioned above. On the other h
from the coordination found in the idealized structure o
would expect to find fairly flat optical branches since inte
actions within each subcell~especially those involving Li-Pb
contacts! are certainly far stronger than those between ce

In close parallel with what was found for the melt, th
width of the high-frequency spectra is found to be far larg
than that corresponding to the pure Li metal@5#. In fact, a
rather well defined collective mode which corresponds t
continuation within the kinetic realm of the hydrodynam
sound mode~dubbed an ‘‘extended sound mode’’ in the te
minology of Campa and Cohen@6,17#! is found for the pure
molten metal by simulation@5# and experiment@18#. In con-
trast, only very short-lived~less than 1 ps! excitations are
found when the metal is embedded in the alloy@4#. The
remark is of interest since it points to a strong lifetime effe
carried forward by the presence of the heavy particles. A
matter of fact, the finding found here for the crystal is co
mensurate with the very short lifetime of the excitatio
found experimentally in the melt@4#. Such a characteristic
seems to be in common with the ‘‘impurity band’’ found fo
e
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large concentrations of mass defects in binary crystals~com-
pare the result with that of Ref.@3# for a concentration of
light particles of 0.26!. Furthermore~keeping in mind the
difficulties in calculating low-temperature spectra since ve
few lattice points yielded statistically significant spectra a
K!, the observed widths atT564 K are not larger than thos
computed forT51 K by a substantial amount. In othe
words, the observed widths can surely be attributed to
presence within the Li matrix of the Pb atoms which act
‘‘trapping centers’’ for any propagating excitation.

To investigate on a more quantitative basis the relaxa
of this high-frequency mode we have also evaluated the
ticipation ratio as well as the kinetic-energy partial autoc
relation functions which for a body composed byNi 5a,b
particles moving with velocitiesv i are defined as@19#

Pa
215

Na(
j 51

Na

v j
4

S (
j 51

Na

v j
2D 2 , hab~r !5

(
j ,k51

NaNb

v j
2vk

2d~r 2r jk!

(
j ,k51

NaNb

d~r 2r jk!

. ~5!

Pa would yield values of about 1 for a mode in which a
atoms participate and a figure down to 1/Na for ‘‘localized’’
modes. The behavior expected forh(r ) for a mode extended
over the crystal volume would be a constant value show
some superimposed oscillations arising from the sum of
d terms which basically represent the static-pair-correlat
functions. Conversely, a mode confined to a spatial dom
will give rise to anh(r ) function which decays with dis-
tance, indicating that the kinetic energy is contained in f
atoms.

The obtained result forP @sum in Eq.~5! over all par-
ticles# came as a surprise since it gives a participation ra
indicating that, on average, about only one-half of the ato
participate in the high-frequency motions. Specifically, t
value found for the average atom within the sample came
quite close to 0.5, whereasPLi and PPb yielded 0.61 and
about 0.59, respectively. On the other hand, as shown in
4, the hab(r ) partial autocorrelations show a flat behavi
with r giving an average value which obviously depends
the atomic species, over which a marked modulation is
perimposed. A comparison of the location of peaks inhab(r )
with the spatial structure of the crystal as defined by
partial static correlationsgab(r ) depicted in Fig. 1 indicates
that extrema inhab(r ) correspond to peaks and valleys
the partial pair correlations. Peaks above the average lev
hab(r ) are found for distances corresponding to maxima
the relevantgab(r ) and the converse applies to those belo
the average values. Also, it seems worth noting that
structure shown by graphs in Fig. 4 appears to be close
that of thegab(r ) functions of the crystal at 1 K than to
those of that at 64 K actually used for the calculation. T
can easily be understood if one recalls thath(r ) will be
dominated by the largest velocities and that these in t
correspond to those of oscillating atoms when pass
through their equilibrium positions~potential minima!. As
the crystal structure does not change considerably with t
perature@i.e., the positions of the main peaks ing(r ) do not
shift between 1 K and 64 K#, one expects that atoms dis
placed far from equilibrium positions will hardly contribut
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to the numerator ofh(r ) whereas its influence is strongly fe
by the static radial distributions.

A semiquantitative estimate of the spatial extent of
vibrations is provided by inspection of the decay of oscil
tion in hab(r ). Curiously enough, thehLiLi (r ) shows the
strongest attenuation with distance, indicating that moti
of particles separated by distances well above 10 Å wo
behave as statistically uncorrelated.

The Jl(Q,E) spectra in Fig. 3 show that the departur
from the idealizedF23 structure reported in the crystallo
graphic work@8# also appear in this dynamic quantity. In
deed, theJl(Q,E) functions depicted in Fig. 3 show a fa
richer structure than that of the bcc subcell with a two-i
basis mentioned above. The specific crystal symmetry giv
rise to such spectra should certainly be lower thanF23, and
the subcells larger than those with 3.5 Å of lattice parame
This seems definitely required by the rather inhomogene
distribution of the Pb atoms within the Li lattice which, i
certain respects, is reminiscent of a layered system wh
some of the layers with high-Pb content alternate with oth
depleted in the heavy element. Such an alternating-la
structure seems then to be the most plausible candidate
fering an explanation for the rich spectral shape. Indeed,
microscopic dynamics within each layer do have to be
markably different, which would translate into differe
spectra and therefore this may well be the cause of the l
anisotropy shown by excitations depicted in Fig. 3.

C. Collective dynamics: Effects of orientational averaging

To allow direct contact with measurements carried in
molten state~or in polycrystal samples!, a powder averaged

FIG. 4. hab5Li,Pb(r ), kinetic-energy partial correlation func
tions. Units are (Å ps21!24. The dashed lines show the mean va
ues.
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^S(Q,E)&u has been calculated by means of sampling o
all scattering directionsQ having the same wave-vecto
moduli. The process was then carried out in a way mimi
ing Ref. @20# and some specific examples are shown in F
5. The most glaring result after comparing those graphs w
others shown in Fig. 3 corresponding to specific crystal
rections concerns the very strong effects that orientatio
averaging has on an experimentally accessible quantity s
as S(Q,E) for a solid showing excitation branches of ve
different frequencies in neighboring Brillouin zones. As c
easily be seen, a very strong dependence with wave vect
now apparent for both the low- and high-frequency ban
Such a remarkable effect obviously arises from orientati
ally averaging spectra such those of Fig. 3 which show
strong dependence of the intensity of the different com
nents of its multiplet structure which, on the other han
show very little dispersion.

Additional information on the structure of the low
frequency band is also provided by examination of t
^Si j (Q,E)&u partial spectra for Li-Li, Li-Pb, and Pb-Pb cor
relations. This is so since the integrated intensity of a pho
band dominated by acoustic modes should be such that@21#

E dE^Si j ~Q,E!&u}exp~22WQ!Q2^uF~Q!u2&u

3(
q

(
j

kBT

vq
j 2

^Q•sq
j &u

2M1/2
, ~6!

where the exponential is the Debye-Waller factor,F(Q) is
the structure factor for the unit cell, the first sum runs ov
those phonon wave vectorsq which are characteristic of lon
gitudinal excitations with frequenciesvq

j 5cs
j Q, and the sec-

ond runs over the number of modes. The quantitysq
j stands

for the phonon polarization vector and the angular brack
denote a powder average. Since we are dealing with the l
frequency spectrum of a polycrystalline cubic solid the mo
eigenvectors should correspond to those of traveling pl
waves defined in terms of an angle between the phonon w
vector and the direction of propagation. Following the line
reasoning described in Ref.@22# concerning the relevant av
erages to be taken one arrives at the result

E dE^Si j ~Q,E!&u}exp~22WQ!
Q2kBT

2M

3E dv
ql

2

csv
E

21

1

dmm2S

3~AQ21ql
222Qqjm!, ~7!

whereql5v/cs , andqj is the phonon wave vector at a give
Q and is chosen in a way such that the three quantities wi
the square root define a triangle. Equation~7! thus shows that
the nontrivial factors governing the intensity of a crystal e
citation are the Debye-Waller term, the inverse of the f
quency, and the integral taken over the static structure fa
S(Q). For the values of the momentum transfer and te
peratures of our concern, the first contribution can be dis
garded since it amounts to a uniform decrease of the in
sity with increasingQ. Equation~7! thus predicts that for
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FIG. 5. A sample of̂ S(Q,E)&u polycrystalline averaged spectra. The corresponding momentum transfers are shown as ins
b
iti
ry
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excitations of longitudinal-acoustic origin one should o
serve a momentum-transfer dependence of their intens
which show the same modulation as the measured polyc
talline Bragg pattern.

A comparison of the behavior expected on the basis of
above paragraph and the results concerning the partial
-
es
s-

e
y-

namic structure factors at low frequencies is enabled by
spection of Fig. 6.

The first observation worth noting concerns the prese
of a well defined band extending up to about 7 meV in t
three partial spectra, showing basically the same extrema
a width which remains fairly constant~they would be ex-
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pected to increase}Q2 at low wave vectors if such band
corresponded to a unique excitation!. The intensity turns out
to be negative for the Li-Pb correlation at low wave vecto
due to the negative scattering length on7Li ~i.e., the corre-
lation is positive at low wave vectors and turns into negat
values at largerQ values!.

Second, the spectra for Li-Pb cross correlations sho
strong wave-vector dependence in their phase. It starts
negative band at the lowest wave vector, splits into a ne
tive lobe below 4 meV and a positive peak at about 5 m
for Q50.8 Å21, becomes a positive band from about 1 Å21

up to Q52.2 Å21, and again, turns back to negative forQ
52.5–2.8 Å21. This behavior runs entirely counter to th
describable for an acoustic excitation by Eq.~7! and there-
fore it shows that the Li-Pb spectra are composed of at l
two bands having rather different characters.

Finally and following what has been written above, t
three partial spectra show, at wave vectors below 0.8 Å21,
the presence of at least two groups of excitations. The Li
and Li-Li correlations clearly show two peaks with maxim
'2 –2.5 meV and'5 meV at the lowest explored wav
vectors. Because of the behavior mentioned in the prece
paragraph, the band centered at about 5 meV canno
dominated by excitations of acoustic character.

The observations listed above thus reveal the contribu
of opticlike modes to the low-frequency band. Their char

FIG. 6. Low-frequency region of the partial^Si j (Q,E).u spec-
tra. Solid lines depict thêSLiLi (Q,E)&u , bars^SPbPb(Q,E)&u , and
dot-dashes show thêSLiPb(Q,E)&u cross correlation. The corre
sponding momentum transfers are shown as insets.
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ter cannot be ascertained in full but, in view of the lar
atomic mean-square displacements found for the Pb, t
can be thought of as some sort of ‘‘resonant’’ modes@15#.
Also, the implication of the facts given above is that pure
acoustic dispersions thus have to be bounded below 4 m

IV. DISCUSSION

The presence of an excitation in binary fluid~or dense-
liquid! mixtures of disparate-mass particles which shows
apparent phase velocity close to that of the pure, light co
ponent has been verified experimentally@4,7,23#, and its ori-
gin is understood on the basis of the revised Enskog the
for hard spheres@6#. The results of such calculations a
often displayed as wave-vector-dependent eigenvalues c
sponding to sound propagation, mass, and thermal diffus
@6,17#, as well as other eigenmodes referred to as ‘‘kine
modes,’’ that is, those whose range of existence is limited
the kinetic regime that is beyond the hydrodynamics rea
~typically for wave vectors above 531023 Å21). In all
cases, it is found that the real part of the frequency of
kinetic modesvQ vanishes when the hydrodynamic regim
is approached, whereas their damping coefficientsGQ ~basi-
cally an inverse of the peak width! retain finite values asQ
→0. An exercise worth undertaking would be to consider
renormalized excitation frequenciesVQ5AvQ

2 1GQ
2 instead

of the ‘‘bare’’ quantitiesvQ as the physically meaningfu
frequencies. The rationale behind this is to treat the damp
coefficient as a ‘‘dressing’’ term to be added to thevQ
interaction-free frequency on the same footing as any a
tional anharmonic frequency shift@24#. In addition, for well
defined excitations corresponding to isolated peaks in
spectrum, the frequenciesVQ now correspond to those o
maxima of peaks inJl(Q,E). If such a transformation were
applied to the calculated data@6# then one would find that the
hydrodynamicQ→0 limits of the ‘‘kinetic modes’’ corre-
spond to finite frequencies rather than to the usual lin
dispersion expected for sound modes.

On experimental grounds@4#, the frequencies plotted a
‘‘dispersion relations’’ for molten Li4Pb can be identified
with thoseVQ which represent the natural frequency of
oscillator with damping constantGQ . From here a connec
tion between the experimental@4# and simulation@5# data for
the melt with the present result is clearly envisaged. Figur
shows a comparison of frequencies derived from experim
tal means with those corresponding to maxima of the m
prominent peaks in spectra such as those shown in Fig.
glance at the graph shown in Fig. 7~b! reveals that the shap
of the ‘‘dispersion curve’’ followed by the experimenta
points is basically identical to that defined by theQ depen-
dence of the frequencies of the most intense peak
^S(Q,E)&u . As expected, the frequencies of the crystal sp
tra at T564 K are significantly higher than those of th
liquid at T51075 K, a fact easily understandable by cons
eration of the thermal expansion and concomitant for
constant softening reported for pure Li@13#. A point also
worth making is the fact that data for both the crystal a
melt lie substantially above the hydrodynamicvQ5csQ law
calculated from the macroscopic sound velocity of pure L

In contrast, a well defined ‘‘dispersion relation’’ that
the kind of behavior one would expect to find for the spe
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trum of a polycrystalline cubic solid@20# is here encountered
for the wave-vector dependence of the peak centroid of
low-frequency band, as shown in Fig. 7~a!. TheVQ frequen-
cies corresponding to such a band describe a curve sho
a maximum at about 0.8 Å21 at a frequency of about 5.5
meV, a minimum at about 1.8 Å21 and atQ→0 they seem
to approach the hydrodynamic dispersion corresponding
the averaged longitudinal sound velocity of the crystal@25#.
As shown by the spectral distribution, such low-frequen
peaks arise from the motions ofboth light and heavy par-
ticles and therefore they comprise all those modes involv
the propagation of sound.

As far as the remarkably short lifetime of the hig
frequency modes, our present result for the crystal as we
previous findings for the melt@4,5# can be rationalized on th
basis of some analytical results derived some time ago@26#
for the approximate calculation of spectra for heavily~isoto-
pic! disordered crystals. There@26# it is found that the damp-
ing coefficient for a normal mode of frequencyvQ would in
our case would be given by

GQ5
e2vQ

2

2A~vL
22vQ

2 !
, e25p~12p!M2S MPb2MLi

MPbMLi
D 2

,

~8!

with M5pMLi1(12p)MPb, p522/27~the probability of a
light particle of massMLi to be present at a given site!, and
vL stands for the maximum frequency for a lattice made
of light atoms only. A glance at Eq.~8! reveals that the
higher the mode frequency, the shorter the lifetime wher

FIG. 7. ~a! The wave-vector dependence of the peak centroid
the low-frequency band of spectra like those^S(Q,E)&u shown in
Fig. 5. The straight line corresponds to the dispersion of hydro
namic phonons traveling with a phase velocity of 2500 m/s.~b!
Experimental frequencies for the molten alloy~filled symbols with
error bars! @4#, those corresponding to the maxima of the mo
intense peak of thêS(Q,E)&u polycrystalline averaged spectr
~open circles!, and maxima of less intense peaks are displayed
crosses and squares. The solid and dashed straight lines corre
to the hydrodynamic dispersion of waves traveling with the ph
velocity of pure fcc Li and molten Li metal, respectively.
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low-frequency, long wavelength modes decay far slow
Also, the larger the mass difference between the partic
composing the crystal the larger the damping coefficient. U
der these conditions one expects that waves of such
frequencies will be heavily damped after times compara
to those required to travel distances as short as one la
spacing. The result is reminiscent of that reported by Ru
@27# on the energy flow in binary crystals with modera
mass ratios, where it was shown that local temperature
turbances will last for times which are long compared w
that required for a sound wave to travel one lattice spac
@27#. In consequence, such high-frequency excitations w
contribute little to heat or momentum-transport processe

As far as long-wavelength acoustic waves are concern
the crystal should be better regarded as a continuous med
with a mass density given by an average such asM. Sound
velocities are then inversely proportional toAM and there-
fore the presence of particles with disparate masses in di
ent concentrations will only play the role of varying the ma
density and thus the macroscopic values for the sound
locities.

Finally, a fact which also seems worth commenting
regards the appearance of nonacoustic components w
the low-frequency band showing frequencies as low as 4
meV as depicted in Fig. 6. Such a phenomenon is now
derstood in crystals having finite concentrations of~i.e., not
isolated! ‘‘defects’’ @28#. A well known example of this is
the appearance of low-frequency optical phonon branche
metal hydrides out of a host lattice showing acoustic mo
only @29#. The mechanism leading to the emergence of s
a new branch involves the coupling of long-waveleng
phonons to ‘‘resonance’’ modes involving the heavy p
ticles. Low ‘‘defect’’ concentrations will lead to changes
the linewidth and a small shift of the host-lattice phono
only, whereas hybridization of the phonon and ‘‘resonanc
modes is expected for higher concentrations. Under such
cumstances the acoustic dispersions split into an optic an
acoustic branch which is now confined to frequencies be
the former.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our present results concern the dynamics of a sys
amenable to experiment having characteristics~i.e., mass ra-
tio! akin to that recently described in@30#. Such a conceptua
device, which is formed by Lennard-Jones particles mimi
ing argon but having a mass ratioR530, shows a phenom
enology close to that described here. The findings also l
support to the conjecture stated by Campa and Cohen@6#
regarding the possibility of detecting the presence of the ‘‘
netic modes’’ even if the fluid supporting them undergoe
freezing transition. The computation of crystal spectra alo
the main symmetry directions as well as comparison of s
spectra with the orientationally averaged quantities serve
disentangle the mechanism by which the steeply disper
‘‘kinetic modes’’ appear in a fluid. Here, it is shown that
arises as a consequence of orientationally averaging
Brillouin zones having dispersion branches appearing at s
stantially different frequencies. In other words, the resu
validate the inference made in Ref.@6# on the applicability of
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the revised Enskog theory to a crystalline material. That is
can be used to predict the main features of the spectra
polycrystalline sample but the identification of the calcula
eigenvalues with physical frequencies characteristic of so
propagation cannot be made. The validity of the latter c
clusion is not limited to binary mixtures but should be app
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et
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cable to cases such as those concerning molecular mate
where rather similar phenomena have been reported@31#.
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